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About This Game

Use all the real handball moves and tactics in Handball 17, the best handball simulation ever.

Find the 82 official teams from the most prestigious European leagues: the LIDL STARLIGUE and PROLIGUE in France, the
DKB Handball Bundesliga & 2. Handball-Bundesliga in Germany and the Liga ASOBAL in Spain.

Handball 17 features entirely redesigned controls, dynamic artificial intelligence, single player Season and Career modes, local
and online multiplayer modes, and several levels of difficulty for an experience that is as close as it gets to the real thing.

- All the players and official teams of the 2017 season
- Fast-flowing matches in both single player and multiplayer modes

- Easy-to-use controls
- All the handball moves: the spin shot, the hip shot, the feint, combinations, etc.

- Several levels of difficulty
- Dynamic Season and Career modes
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Title: Handball 17
Genre: Sports
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Eko Software
Publisher:
Bigben Interactive
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows®7 / Windows®8 / Windows®10 64 bits

Processor: AMD Phenom™ 9850 @2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800 GT / AMD Radeon™ 6570

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 9 GB available space

English,French,German,Danish,Norwegian,Swedish
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the best\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of steam, and no refunds. The gameplay itself isn't that bad. Handball fans will
have fun playing this simulation.
But after years of possible developments I have some statements to this game:

- The graphics and the movement should be more realistic like in other sport simulations (e.g. Fifa)
- The online game mode should be a public ligue system
- The player ratings should be realistic
- There is also a mistake which has to be repeared: Almoste every player is right handed, even if he is not in RL
- Also add the other well known Champions League teams. As I have just made a request for a refund, I feel that I need to warn
those who might feel tempted to purchase this game hoping it to be a decent handball game, as it is not.

While it does have it's upsides, such as shooting mechanics with great potential for development and not so bad visuals and
animations for certain aspects of the game even if the graphics are way below what would be expected for any sports game
nowadays, it just feels to me that it is unplayable for anyone who at least remotely knows handball.

It just doesn't feel like handball, the players move way too fast, motion is not fluid nor realistic, contact between players is
nearly inexistent (which makes pivots quite useless, really), the ball seems to behave like a sphere of lead, controls respond way
too slowly for the pace of the game, and players are mostly dumb, almost completely unaware of the game and making it
impossible to actually make plays on the go without the use of "combinations"

I am very thankful for the effort put into this game, because I still have a lot of hope that one day we'll see a great handball
videogame just as NBA 2K16 is a great baketball game and hope that the developers keep up the good work towards making a
playable and enjoyable handball game, but handball 17 is just not there yet.

For now I just hope to be refunded so I can reinvest that money into a really satisfying game, such as Civ VI or something like
that, and I'll be looking forward to seeing many of those huge problems solved in handball 18, because I'd just love to play a
handball video game that feels just as good as Fifa or NBA 2K.. Handball 17 is a good handball game and far better than the 16,
the controls are simple and we quickly understand the attack and the defense. It isn't a Madden or NBA, but it is improving
every year and at least bringing handball to the game industry. As a spectator and occasional player, I can feel the sensation of
the game and after 2 or 3 matches we really enjoy using proper handball techniques. The career and season are maybe a little bit
simple and have been already done in other games but its definitely enough for any fans to fulfill their dreams, I guess being
part of a professional team is priceless
To conclude the game is working fine and entertaining for me, I think he deserve more attention from the sport simulation
community.

Thank you,
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